Bankruptcy Prediction Using Genetic Algorithm-Support Vector Machine (GA-SVM) Feature Selection and Stacking
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Abstract

Bankruptcy is an impact caused by a company's financial failure. Financial failure in the company must be avoided so as not to cause losses to the company. In the research that was carried out utilizing a data set from the Taiwan Economic Journal as many as 6,819 to be trained using machine learning algorithms using classification techniques. The goal obtained from the research conducted is to obtain a classification technique with the best accuracy results. The method used in this research is preprocessing using the synthetic minority over-sampling technique to handling unbalanced data sets. Then, the results of the balanced data set will be processed using a genetic algorithm-support vector machine feature selection algorithm to reduce the attributes of the data set. Data sets that have experienced reduced attributes will be trained using the stacking method with a single classifier base learner in the form of k-nearest neighbors, naive bayes, decision trees with classification and regression tree models, gradient boosting decision trees, and light gradient boosting. The meta-learner used in the stacking method is extreme gradient boosting. The results of the accuracy obtained from the research conducted were 99.22%.

1. Introduction

Financial bankruptcy or financial failure can harm global economic circulation. Companies, small traders, traditional markets, and the state can feel the negative impact. Practitioners, investors, government, and academic researchers try to identify the variables that cause bankruptcy [1], [2]. The causes of bankruptcy can be of various types, such as increased raw materials, employee fees, business competition, and managerial incompetence. Causes of bankruptcy can occur in every businessperson. So at every level, there can be internal and external factors for business actors [3]. Managing savings and reducing economic credit risk can improve credit risk assessment [4]. Bankruptcy assessments offer
valuable information to investors, management, shareholders, and governments to make decisions about protecting their finances so that bankruptcy does not occur. Bankruptcy research can provide early warning and detect areas of financial weakness. The prediction of bankruptcy analysis can have benefits such as reducing the cost of credit analysis, financial monitoring, and collection rates [5].

Bankruptcy analysis is similar to the classification model, taken from statistical data provided by the company to map the characteristics and indicators of the causes of bankruptcy. Classification problems can be solved with classification algorithms [6], such as Multivariate Discriminant Analysis (MDA), Logistic Regression (LR), Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Ensemble Method [7]. The use of other algorithms that use the characteristics of Neural Networks, such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [8] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [9] have been developed to analyze financial and management topics [7].

High indicator dimensions can be reduced using feature selection to improve predictive performance [10]. Kohavi and John [11] stated that high dimensions can degrade the performance of the resulting prediction accuracy, such as in Decision Trees (DT) and Naive-Bayes (NB), because the attributes in the data are irrelevant to the algorithm. Feature selection can reduce the high dimension obtained from a combination of FRs and CGIs indicators [1].

Feature selection is used according to the type of data object that is owned. Data that has a label is called supervised. The wrapper method is one variation of the supervised feature selection method that can be used to reduce height dimensions [12].

Genetic Algorithm (GA) has natural selection characteristics by applying selection, crossover, and mutation rules [13]. GA characteristic rules can be used to solve nonlinear optimization problems and form classifier discriminants. GA can be used as a wrapper in the feature selection step. The wrapper method will iterate over the model used, such as GA, which is limited in iterations based on the desired generation formation [12]. The wrapper method requires data validation using an object model to assess the accuracy of the selected features through GA [14]. The model object used is a Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM can solve complicated problems such as high dimensions and nonlinear data [15].

The features subset results and data that have reached the specified generation (stop criteria) will be trained using the ensemble method. The ensemble method will train data in parallel and produce accuracy values [16]. One of the algorithms applied to the ensemble method is stacking. The stacking algorithm can train data based on the machine learning algorithm used. Sequentially, the stacking algorithm will divide the training into two parts, namely the base learner and the meta-learner [17]. The data will be trained using a predetermined algorithm at the base learner stage. This study uses four machine learning algorithms as base learners, namely a decision tree with the Gini index criteria [18], a gradient-boosting decision tree [19], k-nearest neighbours [20], and a light gradient boosting machine [21]. At the meta-learner stage, Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBOOST) is used to train the resulting data from the base learner [22], [23]. Zelenkov et al., [24] used an ensemble classifier despite not using a filtering method. Kim and Kang [25] stated that ensemble learning can improve the performance of a single classifier because ensemble learning can improve classifier accuracy.

2. Method

The research approach is carried out through the research design that is made. The research design is made to explain the research flow comprehensively. In general, the workflow is divided into three stages, namely the preprocessing stage, the feature selection stage, and the data training stage. The research ends with a validation test using a confusion matrix and k-fold cross-validation. The research workflow is in Figure 1.
The general explanation of the research workflow is that the preprocessing stage uses the synthetic minority over-sampling technique method, which aims to handle unbalanced data sets. The feature selection stage uses the wrapper method with a genetic algorithm as feature selection and uses a support vector machine to test features that have been searched using a genetic algorithm, as well as the data training stage which is divided into two parts using. The first is a single classifier, such as decision trees, naïve bayes, k-nearest neighbours, gradient boosting decision trees, and light gradient boost machines; the second uses stacking to combine a single classifier as a base learner and extreme
gradient boost as a meta-learner. Each part at the data training stage will be validated using a confusion matrix.

3. Results and Discussion

The problem found in this study is an imbalance of data. The balance of the data in the target Taiwanese Bankruptcy data set is shown in Figure 2, and class 0 shows a distribution of 6,599 data sets. Class 1 shows a spread of 220 data sets. The difference shown on the chart shows the imbalanced data in the Taiwanese Bankruptcy data set. Visualization in the form of a chart of the target data set of Taiwanese Bankruptcy can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Imbalanced Data set](image)

Visualization of the target data set in chart form is shown in Figure 3, which shows that the distribution of the data set has been balanced using the synthetic minority over-sampling technique method.

![Figure 3. Balanced Data set](image)

The results of balancing the data set in nominal terms are shown in Figure 3. Class 0 shows a distribution of 6,599 data sets and class 1 shows a distribution of 6,599 data sets, which means that the distribution of data sets is balanced.

The Taiwanese Bankruptcy data set is processed using a genetic algorithm-support vector machine feature selection aimed at reducing attributes. The default attribute is 96 along with the target column. The attributes obtained after being processed using a genetic algorithm-support vector machine feature selection are 44 along with a target column declaring bankruptcy. The new data set that was trained was tested using cross validation. The accuracy results are in Table 1. Visualization comparison shown in Figure 4.

![Table 1. Comparison of Model Performance](image)
4. Conclusion

The research was conducted by combining a single classifier, namely k-nearest neighbors, naïve bayes, decision trees using the classification and regression tree method, gradient boosting decision trees, and lightgradient boosting machines using the stacking method. The single classifier is used as a base learner in the stacking method. The meta-learner used is extreme gradient boosting. The results of the accuracy of the research conducted were 99.22%.
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